DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT

OUR MISSION
76 Group Co. is a locally run company that strives on its
uniqueness and creativity. Our projects are mainly central infill
and specialize in finding old run-down buildings that have lost
their functionality and their life. Our goal is to redevelop these
buildings and bring out their best features while integrating
new services. We want to keep the historical appeal that these
buildings have to offer while adding a modern flare to them and
in turn we are revitalizing the building and the neighborhood
that create a destination within our city.

@76GROUP
@76GROUPCO_
@76GROUPCO

ABOUT US
76 Group Co. was founded to serve the local business community with a unique approach to property management and currently
is professionally managing over 250,000 sq. ft. of commercial and industrial properties. Our team is infused with a natural passion
for applying creativity and innovation to help clients accelerate their vision. With a combined skill set including but not limited to
architecture, real estate, development and business acumen, we are committed to building excellent relationships with our tenants
by consistently delivering an exceptional experience, starting with a smooth integration into the Premises and sustained with lowerthan-average operating expenditures, quick turnaround and an ever-present, dedicated management team.
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Graduated from the University of Alberta with a Bachelor degree in Fine Arts, Mr. Morgulis enjoys
applying his extensive experience in architecture and design daily, helping clients execute their vision,
guiding employees to accomplish their goals and inspiring others to achieve their full potential. When
not serving on the Boards of Children’s Wish Foundation and North Edge Business Association, he
can be found enjoying quality time with family and friends.

Giordano has been involved in 76 Group’s portfolio of properties for over ten years and has always had
a passion for commercial real estate and development. After being involved with family-run businesses
his entire life, Giordano developed a true passion and understanding for local entrepreneurs. Previously
he attended MacEwan University for Bachelor of Commerce before he travelled to Europe to play soccer.
As VP of Sales, Giordano oversees the leasing and sales within 76 Groups portfolio and is involved in
the vision for future developments.

Originally from a small town in the Urals mountains of Russia, Evgeniya graduated from Ural State University
in 2007 with a BA in International Relations before coming to Canada a few years after; she fell in love with
Canada, its beautiful nature and amazing people. Evgeniya handles all property maintenance, communication
and supervising. She loves watching movies, cooking up new recipes, sweating through challenging workouts
and dreams of travelling to New Zealand and Iceland one day soon.

Originally from Ukraine, Tetyana brings previous experience from the travel and accounting industries
as well as a Bachelor Degree in Finance, to her role overseeing property maintenance, communications
and supervising. She loves to travel, dance, practice yoga and socialize with friends.

Dorothy has been in sales and marketing industry for over 20 years. She owned and operated her
own independent retail boutique for 8 years in several locations. The importance of connection to local
businesses and individuals in our community are the main stream and priority that Dorothy dedicates
her attention to.

Laurel has been in the accounting industry for over 25 years and completed her certification at
N.A.I.T. She has over 30 years of volunteer experience which include Fort Edmonton Foundation,
Festival of Trees, and other various charities. When not volunteering she likes to attend the Edmonton Eskimos football games or take in a few rounds of golf.

Jorgie has always had a passion for business and commercial real estate. When he returned to Canada
after playing soccer overseas, he owned and managed businesses, including a liquor store, janitorial
company and a soccer academy. Owning these businesses has taught him that hard work and patience
truly pays off in the end. As a small business owner, he understands the hardships and challenges that
small businesses face as he experienced it firsthand. Jorgie loves working with people and likes to take
his personal experiences and expertise to help other business owners pursue their dreams and grow
their companies.

12016 - 107 Ave
Edmonton, Alberta
2020
Project Development
57,000
Square Feet

MANCHESTER
SQUARE

2
Acre(s) of Land

We are incredibly proud of our newest development, Manchester Square. The design was inspired by European style & lifestyle with the goal of encouraging socializing while exploring a
variety of locally owned businesses. We looked to create a city-wide destination where people
can enjoy the space as much as the products & services they purchase. At Manchester Square,
we support local vendors and their ability to build strong relationships with their clients. We are
confident that Manchester Square will be a leading retail space in Edmonton where people will
look to enjoy time with family and friends.

BEFORE

AFTER

10939 - 120 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2015
Project Development
88,000
Square Feet

HOLLAND
PLAZA

2.61
Acre(s) of Land

Welcome to Holland Plaza, Edmonton’s Hidden Gem. We took a gamble by converting an
old textile factory with limited exposure that was far away from any major commuter road.
We managed to turn our vision into reality; creating a beautiful commercial space which took
advantage of some of the wonderful historical architectural features hidden inside the old
building. The gamble paid off as we have filled the development with amazing local businesses
and Holland Plaza has truly become one of Edmonton’s premier shopping destinations.

BEFORE

AFTER

11620 - 119 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2007
Project Development
32,000
Square Feet

PLAZA 119

2
Lots

Plaza 119 was a sort of experiment from the start as it was a commercial building previously
being used for industrial purposes. In the end, we created a unique concept that allowed clients
to own their own commercial condos. The building was designed with vertical growth in mind
through our use of 12” pre-cast concrete allowing owners to build up to 3+ stories. Owners of
this development enjoy great exposure and access as it is located on a major commuter road.

BEFORE

AFTER

10575 - 115 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2005
Project Development
22,000
Square Feet

CENTRE 115

2
Lots

Center 115 was the second development designed and completed by the 76 Group. We
took an old run-down building and built a location with modern touches such as high
ceilings and exposed wood. We are very proud of this beautiful development and the fact
that were able to provide such an affordable, yet professionally run space for our tenants.

8105 - 50 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2012
Project Development
18,500
Square Feet

CENTRE 50

1.3
Acre(s) of Land

Centre 50 is a in great location and can host a wide variety of large companies. We converted
an old, tired warehouse into an upgraded industrial development with 9 bays with overhead
doors. The location of the development can not be undersold as it is located on one of only two
entrances to a major Edmonton industrial park.

BEFORE

AFTER

10544 - 114 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2017
Project Development
10,200
Square Feet

CENTRE 114

We challenged ourselves with Centre 114. We wanted to see what kind of beauty we could
bring out of an old building with a run-down façade. We managed to create a very modern exterior
that allows the building to stand out from those surrounding it. We are proud to offer such an
attractive and affordable location for our tenants.

BEFORE

11807 / 25 - 105 Ave
Edmonton, Alberta
2003
Project Development
35,000
Square Feet

COLUMBIA
PLAZA

1.25
Acre(s) of Land

Columbia Plaza was the 76 Group’s first project. The development came about prior to the
construction of the very well know Olive Square Phase 2 development. We saw the potential in
an old tire warehouse with long wide hallways lined with a blue brick exterior. The large interior
hallways allowed us to create oversized commercial spaces along with a charming patio in the
rear. With upgraded sewer lines and modernized exterior, the end result was a perfect space
for a wide variety of local tenants.

BEFORE

AFTER

12135 Fort Road
Edmonton, Alberta
2009
Project Development
12,970
Square Feet

CAST

BUILDING

0.7
Acre(s) of Land

The Cast Building was designed with a high-end showroom in mind. The development really
stands out on Fort Road amongst its neighbours. It is now home to one of Edmonton’s premier
masonry suppliers.

BEFORE

11630 Kingsway Ave
Edmonton, Alberta
2009
Project Development
10,000
Square Feet

KINGSWAY
BUILDING

1/2
Acre(s) of Land

Our Kingsway building was torn down to the bone and built back up to a split level. The showpiece for this development is a spectacular board room with 24’ ceilings; a truly unique find
in this part of Edmonton. This location is perfect for an office space and also provides ample
parking for its tenants.

AFTER

BEFORE

8806 - 92 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
2012
Project Development
2,100
Square Feet

RPR

BUILDING

The RPR Building was previously a doctor’s office in an old unattractive building. We managed
to convert the building into a modern and upscale single use office space. The development
offers ample parking to its occupant.

BEFORE

AFTER

